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 Windows B was also connected. B and A showed the same format (with A not shown having a spinner icon on the left) and I
tried to copy some data from A to B. Error: Unable to mount Windows share D (svn_solaris.dll) on local mount point D:... I've
seen the "can't find file" message in similar contexts and I've also run into it during some other file-transfer operations, but I
never encountered it during a "drive-by" usb copy from one drive to another. I'm using Ubuntu 14.04 (64-bit) with VMWare

Workstation 9.0.2 build 90105290918. I am using VMware Workstation 9.0.2 build 90105290918 and my host is an old Xeon
(GenuineIntel CPU 746@1.10GHz running 32 bit). The software comes bundled with Ubuntu (14.04.3 LTS). In VMware, my
guest is Ubuntu (14.04.3 LTS) with the Unity desktop. In this situation, I'm using a USB drive to transfer files from one USB

drive (drive A) to another USB drive (drive B). On the host, drive A is the intended target for the transfer. I first tried to copy a
file from drive A to B by connecting B to A. I got the "Unable to mount Windows share..." error message: This is puzzling
because drive B is unplugged when I run the copy command. I also tried to copy a file from B to A and got the same error

message: My intent is to transfer the file. I can copy the same file from drive B to drive A and I can copy the same file from
drive A to drive B, so this seems to be a problem with drive B. I've searched for other people's problems with this error message
and I've seen a lot of people have the same problem while copying files, so I think I have a unique problem here. 1 Answer 1 I

have done the same thing with my iMac. I used Ubuntu 14.04 LTS on a 82157476af
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